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Dry City imagines a future in which water has been privatized, commodified, and
transformed into currency in the wake of global economic disaster.
Inspired in part by the award-winning work of Kunlé Adeyemi and his architecture,
design and urbanism company NLÉ, the 2015-2016 world building class of student
architects, interactive media designers, musicians, engineers, urban planners,
animators, filmmakers and artists chose to focus on the Nigerian city of Lagos and
its neighborhood of Makoko in the mid-2030s due to Lagos’ rapid urbanization,
Nollywood influence, booming economy, and growing population. Most
intriguingly, Lagos now is water-poor despite being a port city on the Gulf of Guinea,
an irony doubly true for the floating village of Makoko on Lagos Lagoon. The first
semester course focused on Lagos in 2035, and the second semester’s course honed
in on Makoko in 2036 to more completely evolve the world.
Following the WbML’s world-centric narrative design methodology, the students
collaboratively envisioned multiple interlocking and holistic aspects of this future
world, deeply grounded in research into real present-day Lagos conducted through
texts, videos, articles, and interviews with guest speakers from Nigeria, Lagos and
Makoko and experts in various fields. A deep research dive exploring the possible
ecological state of 2035, including a potential rise in sea level, revealed that Makoko,
as a traditional fishing village raised on stilts over a floating body of water, might
be better equipped than inhabitants of the mainland to adapt to this state of affairs.
The current economic and political tensions between Makoko and Lagos hinted at
how this impoverished community might reinvent itself in the coming years, as it
has been forced to do repeatedly since its creation in the 1700s. Other aspects of this
insular community promising for future speculation included a process they created
for terraforming the lagoon, their access to cellphones, their aptitude for repurposing
technology, and the social networks they have formed for recycling raw material.
These led the second-semester team to imagine that by 2036 Makoko has been cut
off from the power grid and Internet by the government of Lagos, but that it has not
been destroyed due to its self-sufficient nature and growing awareness and support
from the world community.
Keeping a human lens firmly at the center of the world build, each student developed
a character and then envisioned a day in their character’s life, imagining everything
from the contents of a character’s purse to their daily routine from hour to hour. This
bottom-up speculation enriched the students’ understanding of Makoko, Lagos, and
the larger world in 2036.
While our 2036 Makoko shares conditions, elements and topography with the
real Makoko in 2016, our Makoko’s fictional status allows us to imagine myriad
possibilities for the culture, future, technology and landscape while exploring
themes, issues and possible futures of body image, food, education, media, VR/
AR devices, medicine, desalination, synthetic biology, smart materials, vertical
farming, war, water parks, banking, informal urbanism and water economics. These
explorations use a wide range of media and platforms, including app prototypes,
physical artifacts, photography and web-based graphic design, fictional blogs, a film
festival and experimental social media storytelling.
Dry City: Turning Points is Geoffrey Long’s final project for the course, an 8-page
photocomic that tells the story of a very important day in the life of a citizen of
Makoko. The story is original; the art is collaged together from online photographs.
Excerpts from Dry City: Turning Points and other student projects were showcased
in USC’s IMAX theater at the end of the fall 2015 and spring 2016 semesters, and in
Kunlé Adeyemi’s Silver Lion-winning Makoko Floating School replica at the 2016
Venice Biennale.
To learn more, please visit http://worldbuilding.usc.edu/projects/dry-city/
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Geoffrey Long is a storyteller, scholar, designer, and the
Creative Director for the University of Southern California’s
World Building Institute and World Building Media Lab.
Previously he was Creative Director and a Research Fellow for
USC’s Annenberg Innovation Lab; Lead Narrative Producer
for Microsoft Studios and cofounder of its Narrative Design
Team (where his projects included the HoloLens, the Xbox
One, SmartGlass, Quantum Break, Adera, Ryse and Halo); in
a think tank under Microsoft’s Chief Experience Officer and
Chief Software Architect; a researcher and Communications
Director for the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Lab and
MIT’s Comparative Media Studies Program; a magazine editor
and an award-winning short film producer.
Geoffrey’s writing has appeared in the extended edition of
Spreadable Media by Henry Jenkins, Joshua Green and Sam
Ford; The Rise of Transtexts: Challenges and Opportunities, coedited by Benjamin W.L. Derhy Kurtz and Melanie Bourdaa;
Revisiting Imaginary Worlds: A Subcreation Studies Anthology,
edited by Mark J.P. Wolf; The Comics Journal’s Guttergeek;
and the Journal of Transformative Works and Cultures, and
he co-edits MIT Press’ Playful Thinking series with William
Uricchio and Jesper Juul. His worldbuilding work was included
in an exhibition at the 2016 Venice Biennale, and his work on
reimagining preproduction processes informed the film-andVR transmedia project Wonder Buffalo, which was showcased
at the 2017 Sundance Film Festival and South by Southwest.
Geoffrey holds bachelor’s degrees in English and Philosophy
from Kenyon College and a master’s degree in Comparative
Media Studies from MIT, and he is currently finishing his
doctorate in Media Arts & Practice at USC. In his various
lives he has worked with BET, Cisco, the City of Los Angeles,
DirecTV, FOX, Havas, HBO, IBM, Intel, the Los Angeles Times,
MTV, Turner Broadcasting, Walt Disney Imagineering and
Warner Bros.
For more, please visit http://www.geoffreylong.com.

